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I. INTRODUCTION
As mobile robots are deployed in ever more demanding tasks, they must traverse unknown environments that contain obstacles while relying on sensors and onboard information storage. Online coverage is perhaps the most common task undertaken by such mobile robots. Much like cleaning a house or mowing a lawn, the objective of this task is to move the robot over every floor tile or patch of the environment, while avoiding collision with obstacles. While such mobile robots are usually battery operated (e.g., [1] , [3] , [8] , [18] ), new challenges constantly arise, which pose greater energy demands than an onboard battery can provide [9] , [23] . Tethered navigation is also necessary in environments where information can only be transmitted via a communication cable, such as underground mines and electrostatic mine-fields [5] . Tethers are also useful as reliable positioning devices in high slippage applications such as lawn mowing [3] , [18] and planetary terrain exploration [4] , [20] .
The paper considers the online tethered coverage (TC) problem, in which a robot of size D has to cover an unknown environment while connected to a fixed base point S by a cable of finite length L. In practical applications, the robot is likely to encounter a mix of static and dynamic obstacles. This paper focuses on the basic problem where the unknown environment contains only static obstacles. The robot is initially located at S and must return to this point with the cable fully retracted upon task completion. The robot has no prior knowledge of the environment, but is able to accumulate local information using onboard sensors and data storage. The paper introduces the TC algorithm that performs online TC using position and local obstacle detection sensors. The algorithm's competitive performance is analyzed and its implementation is demonstrated with a tethered recoiling mechanism. 1 Due to its many applications, untethered online coverage is a highly researched topic in the mobile robot literature, e.g., [6] , [7] , [10] , [14] . TC is significantly more complex than untethered coverage, since in addition to avoiding obstacles, the robot must avoid its cable as well as avoid tearing the cable from its base point. The earliest work on tethered navigation considered multiple robots attached by cables to different base points attempting to simultaneously reach separate targets [13] . A more recent study used a geometric approach to search for the shortest tethered path along the configuration space manifold of a single mobile robot [16] . Tethered navigation with self-crossing of the robot's cable has been considered in the robotics [21] and computational geometry literature [22] . However, all of these papers are concerned with tethered navigation to a given target, while this paper is concerned with TC, where the robot must visit each floor tile in the environment. Moreover, the authors of [13] , [16] , and [21] , [22] discuss pure offline navigation, while the current paper emphasizes the online problem, where the robot acquires information on the environment during task execution.
The efficiency of online algorithms is measured by their competitive complexity [12] , [15] . It consists of an upper bound on the candidate online algorithm expressed in terms of l op t and a universal (i.e., algorithm independent) lower bound over all the algorithms solving the given problem also expressed as a function of l op t . Icking et al. [15] and Gabriely et al. [11] established such bounds for the online untethered coverage problem: 2l op t for the universal lower bound and 2(l op t + ) for the upper bound. The same analysis tools will be used in the current paper to evaluate the efficiency of the TC algorithm, and to obtain a universal lower bound over a generic family of online tethered coverage algorithms.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes our setup and discusses complications incurred by the robot's cable. Section III establishes an optimal offline TC methodology in fully known environments. Based on this methodology, the online TC algorithm is described and illustrated in Section IV. The TC algorithm's competitive efficiency is analyzed in Section V and a universal lower bound over a generic family of online TC algorithms is derived in Section VI. Experiments with a cable recoiling mechanism are discussed in Section VII. The conclusion poses open problems, which generalize the TC problem to a wider set of problems concerned with limited resource mobile robot tasks.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND BASIC SETUP
The paper is concerned with the following problem. A mobile robot of size D has to perform online coverage (i.e., visit every point) of a planar unknown environment while being connected to a fixed base point S by a cable of finite length L. The robot is initially located at S and must return to this point upon task completion with its cable fully retracted. The planar environment is populated by stationary obstacles whose position and shape are unknown to the robot. The 1 Early version of the paper appeared in RSS. The current paper provides full analysis of the TC algorithm as well as derivation of a universal lower bound over a generic family of TC algorithms. Fig. 1 . Cable is kept taut by an onboard recoiling mechanism ( Fig. 9 shows a close view of the recoiling mechanism). robot is equipped with position and local obstacle detection sensors, as well as an onboard memory, which can be used to accumulate sensor measurements.
The cable is assumed to be a flexible nonstretchable cord, that can move freely within the obstacle-free portion of the environment. The cable is assumed to be released by a spring loaded recoiling mechanism mounted on the robot, which keeps the cable taut at all times (see Fig. 1 ). Note that the cable's recoiling mechanism is mounted on the robot, not at the base point S. This is highly significant in terms of system design, otherwise friction forces at the cable's contacts with obstacle edges would accumulate and generate damping forces on the robot's movements. When the recoiling mechanism is mounted on the robot itself, friction aids in keeping the cable taut between successive contact points back to the base point.
The cable recoiling mechanism keeps the cable taut at all times (see Fig. 1 ), causing the cable to form a piecewise linear curve along the edges of the visibility graph 2 from the robot's current position back to the base point. Assume the cable always lies in the portion of the environment already covered by the robot (this assumption is valid under the TC algorithm). As the robot accumulates data on the environment during coverage, it can compute the cable's piecewise linear shape and, thus, maintain full knowledge of the cable layout in the environment. Moreover, for a given route between obstacles in the environment, keeping the cable's path along visibility graph edges allows usage of minimal cable length, thus enabling maximum coverage capability. Note that keeping the cable taut does not imply that the robot itself must follow the globally shortest path. Note, as well, that the cable always indicates to the robot the shortest path along which it can return to the base point with its cable fully retracted.
However, the robot must respect the cable's maximum length L and may not travel beyond the cable's reach. Furthermore, the cable forms a single continuous curve from S to the robot's current position, and may not be stepped over by the robot. Finally, all obstacles are assumed to be rigid and stationary, meaning that they cannot be pushed by the robot or slide due to forces applied by the cable during the robot's motion.
TC must satisfy several constraints not encountered in untethered coverage. First, the cable forms a time-varying obstacle that must be avoided by the robot. This constraint is especially important when the robot circumnavigates an internal obstacle (i.e., an obstacle completely surrounded by free cells), as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . Second, when circumnavigating an internal obstacle with an untethered mobile robot, the coverage task ends once the robot executes one complete motion around this obstacle. When a tethered robot circumnavigates an internal obstacle, the robot must unwind the cable by retracing its path in order to complete the coverage task. Third, the robot's accessible area is restricted by the cable's finite length. To achieve maximum coverage, the robot may have to reach peripheral points in the environment by way of the shortest path from S [see Fig. 2(b) ]. Hence, in addition to its current position, the robot must consider the entire path traveled from S to its current location.
III. OPTIMAL OFFLINE TETHERED COVERAGE
The online coverage algorithm will be based on the offline TC methodology described in this section. The offline methodology assumes full knowledge of the environment and uses three notions: 1) the shortest path potential function; 2) the internal obstacle saddle curves; and 3) the coverage path split cells. Assume the environment is discretized into D ×D floor tiles, or cells, where D is the robot's size. The shortest path potential function is defined as follows.
Definition 1:
The shortest path potential function V (p) assigns to each cell center point p the minimal travel distance from S to p along a path that lies in the obstacle free portion of the environment:
Remark: During online coverage, the robot can only build a partial representation of V, based on information collected online by the robot. This partial representation, the estimated potential function V (p), is defined as the minimal traveling distance from S to p only through the portion of the environment currently known to the robot. As opposed to the environment's true potential function, the estimated potential function changes during task execution as the robot discovers new pathways in the environment. Note that only when all cells are covered, the robot can conclude that V = V .
• Next, consider the saddle curves induced by internal obstacles. Assume the base point S is located at the center of a free cell. Then, initially V (S) = 0 and V increases monotonically away from the base point S. Around a single internal obstacle, the potential function increases along both sides of the obstacle until its contours meet at the obstacle's far end. The meeting point marks the beginning of a saddle curve defined as follows.
Definition 2: A saddle curve is a continuous curve in the free space consisting of points whose minimal distance to S is achieved via two homotopically distinct paths 3 (see Fig. 3 ). The paper's technical report discusses some properties of the saddle curves [19] . Each internal obstacle induces a single saddle curve [19, Prop. A.1] , and the shortest path from S to any point p lies along a route that has no intersections with any saddle curves. The saddle curves will act as virtual boundaries that identify shortest paths from S to points in the environment. Based on these definitions, the potential function's value at each free cell V (p) indicates the minimal cable length needed in order to reach the point p from S.
Remark: During online coverage, the robot will use the estimated potential function to determine the saddle curves in the known environment. The location of some saddle curves will therefore change at discrete instants when new internal obstacles are discovered during the online coverage.
• Starting at the base point S, the offline coverage methodology guides the robot along increasing equipotential contours of V as depicted in Fig. 3 . When all cells of certain value V (p) = c are covered, the robot continues along a new contour of cells with potential value V (p) = c+D, where D is the robot's size. The robot thus covers D-wide rings that expand outward from S. However, as opposed to a classical breadth first search (BFS), when entering a corridor (defined below), the robot follows the equipotential contours only within this corridor. The robot thus advances through higher valued contours within one corridor, regardless of the potential value of cells in alternate corridors. When advancing up the equipotential contours, a newly established contact of the current contour with an obstacle may occur. This event divides the equipotential contour and hence the robot's course into two possible corridors. Such events occur at the following split cells.
Definition 3: A free cell adjacent to an obstacle's boundary is called a split cell if the equipotential contour of V splits at this cell into two contour segments (see Fig. 3 ).
Each split cell marks the beginning of two corridors, defined as follows.
Definition 4: A corridor is a connected 2-D region consisting of the union of equipotential contour segments, which starts at a split cell and is bounded by obstacles and saddle curves.
The offline coverage methodology stores the split cells in a stack. Upon reaching a new split cell, the robot chooses a single corridor through which it will continue its coverage. When the robot completely covers any particular corridor as described previously, it retreats to the previously stacked split cell and proceeds to cover the alternate corridor. Eventually, the robot returns to the split cell closest to the base point S, from which it retreats to S with its cable fully retracted. Example: The offline coverage methodology is suboptimal only when the saddle curves of V induce D-wide corridors in the environment. In all other cases, the offline coverage methodology is optimal as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The figure shows a rectangular environment populated by two internal obstacles which induce two saddle curves. Using a cable of length L = 15D, the robot follows increasing equipotential contours of V in each corridor while leaving a retreat path. Note that the robot eventually covers the entire accessible environment while visiting every free cell precisely once.
•
IV. ONLINE TETHERED COVERAGE ALGORITHM
This section describes the TC algorithm, which performs online TC of planar unknown environments. The algorithm uses three data structures 5 ). Upon reaching a new split cell, the algorithm splits the current sublist into two sublists by inserting the new split cell into O and dividing the current sublist accordingly. When all cells within the current sublist are covered, the algorithm continues to cover cells in the next sublist of O, thus reaching every accessible corridor in a depth first search manner.
The TC algorithm identifies a new internal obstacle when the area covered by the robot closes a loop [for instance, the covered area in Fig. 6(d) closes a loop about B 1 ]. In this event, the estimated potential function V is updated throughout the known environment grid M . This onboard computation runs a classical BFS on M . While a bit longer to execute, it is still much faster than any physical motion of the robot. Execution example: Fig. 6 depicts an execution example of the TC algorithm in a planar environment containing unknown obstacles B 1 and B 2 . The robot starts a BFS coverage from S until contact with B 1 is established [see Fig. 6(a) ]. The contact point is defined as a split cell SC 1 . The robot chooses the corridor on the right of this cell, and continues with the BFS coverage within this corridor [see Fig. 6(b) ]. The robot next encounters the obstacle B 2 and defines the contact point as a second split cell SC 2 . It continues with the BFS coverage in the corridor to the left of SC 2 [see Fig. 6(c) ]. The robot next identifies an internal obstacle by completing a full circumnavigation of B 1 [see Fig. 6(d) ]. At this instant, the robot updates V and defines the saddle curve of B 1 (note that SC 2 is no longer a split cell). The robot travels back along the cable's path across the saddle curve, then back to SC 1 , from which it proceeds to cover the remaining free cells in the corridor on the left of SC 1 [see Fig. 6(e) ]. During this coverage, the robot encounters a new split cell SC 3 and proceeds into the corridor on the right of this cell [see Fig. 6(f) ]. When the maximal cable length has been reached, the robot returns to SC 3 and proceeds to cover the alternate corridor at this cell [see Fig. 6(g) ]. The robot eventually circumnavigates the obstacle B 2 [see Fig. 6(h) ], updates V , and defines the saddle curve of B 2 . When the robot completes the coverage of the current corridor, it returns to SC 3 , then retreats along the cable's path back to S [see Fig. 6(i) ].
• The following two lemmas establish important properties of the TC algorithm. The first lemma asserts that the robot never cross its cable during an algorithm execution.
Lemma 4.1: The robot never crosses its cable during execution of the TC algorithm.
Proof sketch: We will establish that the cable always follows the shortest path from the robot's current location to S in the known environment grid M . Being the shortest path in M , the cable cannot have any loops, which implies that the robot never crosses its cable.
At every cell p ∈ M , V (p) represents the length of the shortest path from p to S in M . This assertion holds at every stage of the algorithm, except at discrete time instants when the robot reaches an already covered area of the environment during internal obstacle circumnavigation. In these discrete instants, the robot updates the function V throughout the known environment M , then retreats along the cable's path across the internal obstacle's saddle curve [see Fig. 6(d)-(e) ]. We may thus consider the generic situation where V is fully updated and represents the shortest paths from all cells p ∈ M back to S.
During execution of the TC algorithm, the robot navigates along V 's increasing equipotential contours, while the cable is kept taut by the automatic recoiling mechanism. As the robot advances up the equipotential contours, all cells within the current corridor are covered by increasing order of their V value. Hence, when the robot arrives to a cell p with V (p) = c, all cells q in the current corridor such that V (q) < c have already been covered. It follows that the area covered by the robot up to p consists of full corridors leading from p back to S. The shortest path from p to S in M (represented by V (p)) is therefore a locally shortest path from p to S in the full environment.
In general, the path-length functional between two fixed points in a planar environment has a unique minimum in each path homotopy class of the environment [17] . Since the shortest path from p to S in M is locally the shortest path in the full environment, it is the unique shortest path within the path's homotopy class in the full environment.
During execution of the TC algorithm, the robot reaches every cell p along a path, which lies in the known environment M . The cable released by the robot lies in the homotopy class of the path taken by the robot. Since the cable is kept taut by the automatic recoiling mechanism, it lies along a locally shortest path from p to S in the full environment. Since the path-length functional has a unique minimum in each homotopy class, the cable follows the shortest path from p to S in the known environment M (in particular, the cable always lies within M ). Being the shortest path in M , the cable cannot have any loops, since any such loop can be removed resulting in a strictly shorter path from p to S in M . Since the cable does not form any loops, the robot never crosses its cable during execution of the TC algorithm.
The next lemma establishes that the TC algorithm covers all free cells accessible from S by a cable of length L. 
Lemma 4.2:
During execution of the TC algorithm, the robot covers all free cells reachable from the base point S by a cable of length L. Proof: By construction of the TC algorithm, every cell in the known environment grid M that can be reached from S by a cable of length L is eventually transferred to O. Since the algorithm stops only when O becomes empty, all reachable cells in M are eventually covered by the robot. Let us therefore assume that O becomes empty while some reachable free cells were never inserted into M and hence remained uncovered.
Let p 1 be the cell holding the minimal V value among all reachable cells that remained uncovered upon algorithm completion. Since a path of length at most L exists from S to p 1 , V (p 1 ) ≤ L. Let p 2 be the cell adjacent to p 1 along the shortest path from p 1 back to S in the full environment. Since V (p 2 ) < V (p 1 ) and p 1 holds the minimal V value among all reachable uncovered cells, p 2 must be a covered cell in M . The TC algorithm inserts every free neighbor of the current cell into M . Therefore, p 1 must have been inserted into M when the robot was located at p 2 , and eventually covered by the TC algorithm. The algorithm therefore covers every cell reachable from S by a cable of length L.
V. COMPETITIVE UPPER BOUND ON THE TETHERED COVERAGE ALGORITHM
This section derives an upper bound on the TC algorithm's path length, using the following notion of competitiveness. Definition 5 ( [12] , [15] ): An online algorithm solving a navigation problem P is competitive with ratio k if the cost of solving any instance P of P does not exceed k times the cost of solving P optimally using full offline information.
Assuming the robot travels with uniform velocity, we will measure the TC algorithrm's performance using the robot's total path length, denoted by l. Our objective is to derive an upper bound on l as a function of the optimal offline solution l op t . Let us first establish a lower bound on l op t in fully known planar environments. Denote by n the total number of D × D cells reachable from the base point S by a cable of finite length L. Since the purpose of the task is to cover all accessible cells, l op t ≥ nD, where D represents the robot's size as well as the distance the robot travels from one cell to another.
The following theorem specifies a competitive upper bound on the TC algorithm.
Theorem 1: The total path length generated by the TC algorithm is upper bounded by l ≤ 2 L D l op t , where l op t is the optimal offline TC path length, L is the cable's length, and D is the robot's size.
Proof: While executing the TC algorithm, the robot covers increasing equipotential contour segments of V . Let us first establish that the robot travels a distance of at most 2L between any two equipotential contour segments of V . Due to the cable's finite length, the robot can only reach cells that require a travel distance of at most L from S. In the worst case, the robot must travel via S between two equipotential contour segments located at a distance L from S. Under the TC algorithm, the robot travels along the shortest path in the known environment M toward the next uncovered cell. Moreover, it has been established in the proof of Lemma 4.1 that the robot's cable always remains within the already covered portion of the environment. Hence, the shortest path length in M between any two equipotential contour segments of V is at most 2L.
Assume the environment contains n accessible free cells. In each iteration of the TC algorithm, a single cell p = O [1] is extracted from the open list O. If p is not an existing split cell, the robot travels to this cell via the shortest path in the known environment M . Since the robot travels, in the worst case, a distance of 2L from its current cell to p, the TC algorithm's total path length satisfies l ≤ 2nL. The optimal offline solution satisfies l op t ≥ nD, thus giving:
Remark: The upper bound specified in Theorem 1 is proportional to the ratio L/D, which is expected to be a large number in any practical system. The paper's technical report describes certain adversarial environments 4 in which the TC algorithm's path length satisfies l ≥ c L D l op t , where c = π/6(1+2π) is a numerical constant [19] . The TC algorithm's path length is thus proportional in the worst case to L/D, and the algorithm's upper bound is therefore a tight upper bound.
VI. UNIVERSAL LOWER BOUND ON RISK-PARAMETERIZED TETHERED COVERAGE
This section derives a universal lower bound over a generic family of online TC algorithms, which includes the TC algorithm as a special case. The lower bound will allow us to assess the efficiency of the TC algorithm in relation to a large family of hypothetical TC algorithms.
Consider the family of risk-parameterized TC algorithms called RTC algorithms. Each RTC algorithm holds a fixed risk increment ρ that ranges between D and L and breaks the hypothetical coverage into stages. Assume L is an integer multiple of ρ. In each stage i, the robot covers an area, which requires up to iρ of the cable's length for i = 1, 2, . . . , L/ρ. Only when fully completing coverage of the ith area, the robot may lengthen its cable by an additional ρ in order to cover cells in the i+1 area. The RTC algorithms are assumed to satisfy the following mild requirement. When the robot enters a corridor in the environment, it must reach all uncovered cells using the currently available cable length before retreating and entering a different corridor. Any coverage algorithm may be executed within each corridor and the corridors may be selected according to any desired order and even randomly. Note that the TC algorithm corresponds to ρ = L together with a specific corridor selection strategy.
The following proposition specifies a lower bound on the RTC coverage algorithms.
Proposition 6.1: Every online TC algorithm in the RTC family generates, in the worst case, a path length l satisfying the lower bound
where L is the cable's length, D is the robot's size, l op t is the optimal offline TC path in the given environment, and c = π/3(1+2π) is a numerical constant. Moreover, ρ = L provides the best RTC cable release strategy.
Proof: For each value of ρ, we will construct an adversarial environment and compute a path length lower bound, denoted as l(ρ), over all the RTC algorithms running in this environment. We will then obtain an expression for the shortest offline TC path, denoted as l op t (ρ), in 4 The adversarial environment is similar to the radial corridors environment depicted in Fig. 7 . the adversarial environment designed for ρ. Finally, we will obtain a universal lower bound over the entire RTC family by identifying the value of ρ that minimizes the ratio l(ρ)/l op t (ρ).
Consider the ρ-dependant radial corridors environment depicted in Fig. 7 . The base point S is located at the center of an empty circular area of radius L/3. From the circular area's rim emanates a maximal number of radial corridors, each of width D and length 2L/3. The number of such radial corridors is m = 2πL/3D. Next, a multiple number of Dwidth circular corridors centered at S are inserted into the environment. The first circular corridor is located at a radial distance of ρ/2 from the inner circular area's rim, while every subsequent circular corridor lies at a radial distance of ρ from the previous circular corridor. For instance, when ρ = L/3, there are two circular corridors at radial distances of L/6 and L/6+L/3 from the inner circular area's rim (see Fig. 7 ).
1) A lower bound on l(ρ):
The robot initially covers the inner circular area of radius L/3, and in subsequent stages will attempt to cover the radial corridors. In each stage i, the robot can only reach an additional depth of ρ, enabling it to reach exactly one additional circular corridor. The circumference of each internal obstacle is either ρ+ or 2ρ+ . Hence, once the robot enters a particular radial corridor, the remaining cable length ρ will not be sufficient to fully circumnavigate any of the internal obstacles accessible through this corridor.
Once the robot enters a particular radial corridor, called a primary radial corridor, it must reach all uncovered cells enabled by the additional cable length ρ. Let l corrid or (i) denote the total path length traveled by the robot from the instant of entering a primary radial corridor in stage i until retreating out of it. Since the circular corridors are located ρ apart, the robot reaches the next circular corridor with a remaining cable length of ρ/2. As depicted in Fig. 8(a) , this enables the robot to enter neighboring radial corridors along a circular arc of length ρ/2. Denote the circular distance between adjacent radial corridors in stage i by D(i). The total number of neighboring radial corridors entered through each primary radial corridor is 1 2 
ρ/D(i).
Starting from the endpoint of the circular segment, the robot will enter the distal radial corridor a maximum length of D(i). When entering each of the closer radial corridors, the robot will acquire an additional cable length of D(i). Let j = 1, 2, . . . , ρ/2D(i) denote the radial corridors starting from the distal end of the circular arc. The robot will travel along the jth radial corridor a total length of 4jD(i). Accumulating the path length traveled through all radial corridors located on both sides of the primary radial corridor gives
The circular distance D(i) satisfies the upper bound D(i)
. Our next task is to obtain a lower bound on the total path length of any RTC algorithm in the ith coverage area of the radial corridors environment. Let l i (ρ) denote this path length. The robot may enter the radial corridors using any law. Among all possible laws, an optimal strategy that achieves the minimal l i (ρ) consists of the following iterations (see Fig. 8 L/ρ. The path length traveled during iteration k is lower bounded by l corrid or (i)/2 k −2 . Summing the path lengths of all log(ρ/D) iterations, the minimal path length generated by any RTC algorithm with risk increment ρ during the ith coverage stage is
where 2miρ is the total path length traveled from the inner circular area's rim to the circular corridor of radius iρ. Note that this term equals zero when ρ = L. Substituting l corrid or (i) ≥ ρ 2 /3D
. Accumulating all stages for i = 1 3 L/ρ, . . . , L/ρ, the minimal path length generated by any RTC algorithm with risk increment ρ over the entire environment is:
, where l in n er is the optimal path length required to cover the inner circular area of the environment. Neglecting l in n er and simplifying the summation gives 2) The optimal offline solution l op t (ρ): The optimal offline solution is given by l op t (ρ) = l in n er + 2nD, wheren is the total number of cells in the radial and circular corridors. Substituting l in n er = 4L
3) Derivation of minimall(ρ)/l op t (ρ): The universal lower bound on the RTC family is obtained by minimizing the ratio
The derivative of l(ρ)/l op t (ρ) with respect to ρ is strictly negative in the interval D ≤ ρ ≤ L. Therefore, l(ρ)/l op t (ρ) decreases monotonically in this interval, and the minimizing value is ρ = L. Substituting this value in (1)
where the first summand in ( 
VII. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
The TC algorithm has been implemented on an iRobot Create platform using a specially designed cable release mechanism. The cable release mechanism was mounted on top of the iRobot platform and consisted of a torsion spring coiling within a metal housing [see Fig. 9(a) ]. The metal housing contained a 2-mm diameter steel cable having a total length of L = 5 ms and weighing 500 g. The cable recoiling mechanism allowed both the release of the cable and rotation of the whole mechanism with respect to the iRobot platform, thus keeping the cable fully taut along a piecewise linear path leading from the robot to the base point S. The cable was not used to transfer data or power during the experiments, and only acted as a mechanical constraint on the robot's motions.
The iRobot has a diameter of D = 34 cm, and its sensors include a front bumper that detects obstacle collision, and an IR sensor that detects obstacles in the robot's close vicinity [2] . However, the iRobot has no global position sensor, and its position is estimated by odometric sensors mounted on the robot's wheels. The iRobot was placed within a 2.5×2.5 m wooden frame that acted as four exterior walls, while additional wooden boxes fixed to the floor acted as internal obstacles [see Fig. 9(b) ]. The floor markings represent the online discretization of the free space into D × D cells.
The TC algorithm was then executed within the environment shown in Fig. 9(b) , in order to test the practical validity of our model assumptions. The experiments sought to test the algorithm's online performance, the mechanical interaction of the robot's cable with the obstacles, and the algorithm's sensitivity to sensor accuracy and noise. The cable recoiling mechanism mounted on the robot performed as expected and the cable was kept taut throughout the robot's motion. The experiments validated the hypothesis stated in this paper concerning friction between the cable and obstacle edges. As presumed, this friction aided in keeping the cable taut between successive points of contact back to S. Moreover, the robot did not suffer from delay or show any signs of latency due to online computations.
The main flaw encountered during the experiments has been the iRobot's poor localization system. As a result, the robot encountered difficulties in accurately detecting two types of critical events: arrival to an already covered area while circumnavigating an internal obstacle and returning to the previous split cell stacked in the robot's onboard memory. In order to proceed with the experiments despite this difficulty, we calibrated the robot's position at discrete instants during the coverage process. Under this intervention, the robot achieved coverage of over 95% of the environment (measured by counting the cells visited by the robot), while keeping the cable fully taut at all times. Moreover, the robot successfully identified internal obstacles and redirected the cable's path once a shorter path had been detected.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper was concerned with online tethered coverage in planar unknown environments. Using the shortest path potential function for the environment, the paper first established an optimal offline tethered coverage methodology. Based on this offline methodology, the paper introduced the TC algorithm that performs online tethered coverage using position and local obstacle detection sensors. The TC algorithm's competitiveness was shown to satisfy the upper bound l ≤ 2
where L is the cable's length, D is the robot's size, and l op t is the optimal offline tethered coverage path length. The TC algorithm's upper bound is proportional to the cable's length L and inversely proportional to the robot's size D. The paper next considered a generic family of tethered coverage algorithms of which the TC algorithm is a special case. The algorithms in this generic family release the cable in fixed length increments of ρ length units. All algorithms in this family satisfy, in the worst case, the common lower bound l ≥ log( L D )l op t , with ρ = L providing the best cable release strategy. The gap between the TC algorithm's upper bound (which is proportional to L/D) and the universal lower bound (which is proportional to log(L/D)) is significant, since L D in any practical system. Is the universal lower bound actually proportional to L/D (thus indicating that the TC algorithm is the worst case optimal), or do more efficient methods proportional to log(L/D) exist to solve the online tethered coverage problem? This open problem will be addressed in future research.
The following are some additional open problems. First, the TC algorithm assumes the use of local obstacle detection sensors that detect obstacles in the cells adjacent to the robot's current position. In principle, longer range obstacle detection sensors such as optic or sonic sensors will not give the robot an advantage in highly congested environments. However, in practical environments such as office buildings, city streets, or outdoor landscapes, these more sophisticated sensors can be used to plan more efficient coverage paths. Thus, an adaptation of the TC algorithm to longer detection range sensors is an important practical challenge. Second, the experiments conducted with a tethered recoiling mechanism illustrated the principle usefulness of the TC algorithm, but highlighted the need for better localization systems. Localization technology is rapidly improving with low cost SLAM navigation systems, and a full experimental validation of the TC algorithm will be reported in the near future.
Finally, tethered coverage is a specific example of a much wider family of navigation problems, concerned with limited resource navigation. This family of problems concerns various navigation tasks undertaken by mobile robots operating under limited resource conditions. In this paper, the limited resource is the finite cable length. We are currently working on another limited resource problem, where a mobile robot travels with a limited capacity battery in unknown planar environments.
Sophia-3: A Semiadaptive Cable-Driven Rehabilitation Device With a Tilting Working Plane
Damiano Zanotto, Giulio Rosati, Simone Minto, and Aldo Rossi
Abstract-Sophia-3 (string-operated planar haptic interface for arm rehabilitation) is a planar cable-driven device with a tilting working plane. It represents the first application of the adaptive cable-driven design paradigm recently introduced by the authors, featuring a moving pulleyblock that allows the robot to achieve excellent force capabilities, despite the low number of cables. This study presents the design, kinematics, and control of the device and results of experimental validation on healthy subjects.
Index Terms-Adaptive cable-driven device, completely restrained parallel mechanism (CRPM), unilateral actuation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Poststroke rehabilitation relies on the hypotheses that repetitive, task-specific, and intensive training of patient's limbs may improve brain repair after stroke, yielding positive outcomes in terms of motor function [1] . Robotic systems are well suited to produce such a kind of practice under the supervision of a therapist [2] , and might alleviate the physical burden on therapists and reduce treatment costs, both in care home and own home environments [3] , [4] .
The device presented in this paper-called Sophia-3-has two unique characteristics; it is an adaptive cable-driven robot, and it features a planar workspace that can be tilted to modify the kinematics of the exercise. As an adaptive cable-driven device [5] , Sophia-3 is the first cable-driven prototype utilizing a moving pulley-block to extend the controllable workspace and the force exertion capabilities. In traditional designs, such goal is usually achieved by increasing the number of active cables, which might not be an effective solution, especially when the robot is designed to interact with the human user. Results
